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I- Resistance paradigms 

& updates

from partners:
Finbarr Horgan
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I- Resistance paradigms 

& updates

from partners:

Finbarr Horgan

II- Phenotyping Issues:

Jagadish Bentur

III- Field testing and 

effective deployment:

Ram Kumar

IV- Pyramiding genes:

Yonggen Lou

V- Gene nomenclature:

Ajay Kohli

VI- Viral Resistance

Il-Ryong Choi

VII-Biotypes

Hideshi Yasui

VIII- Resistance 

management:

Finbarr Horgan

IX- Resistance 

Management:

Alice Laporte

X- Creating a 

virulence network:

Masaya Matsumura

� To evaluate current paradigms in resistance 

research, demonstrate recent advances and 

identify continuing knowledge gaps.

� To communicate ongoing research in host 

plant resistance across Asia, highlight successes 

and determine potential difficulties.

� To communicate techniques adopted by each 

institute in resistance screening, evaluate current 

methods, and develop improved phenotying

procedures. Aspect of communicating improved 

methodologies will also be discussed.

� To communicate field-testing procedures 

adopted by each institute for resistance 

screening. To evaluate and improve on the 

methods, and develop future collaborative work 

to gain improved knowledge from the field. 

Aspect of communicating improved 

methodologies will also be discussed.

� To examine current paradigms on gene 

pyramiding, the potential for success and the 

knowledge gaps that impede progress. To 

determine how best to close these gaps and how 

varieties with pyramided genes could be most 

effectively deployed.

� There is great confusion with the current 

naming of resistance genes, many genes share 

names. A consensus on naming genes will be 

sought, the current published genes will be 

evaluated in terms of associated experimental 

evidence and several genes renamed.

� To gain an understanding of the diversity and 

effects of hopper transmitted viruses in rice, 

identify knowledge gaps, determine optimal field 

techniques, and develop links between ongoing 

work on viral and hopper resistance.

� The biotypes concept has major limitations. A 

lack of awareness of these limitations and the 

misdirected application of biotypes in research 

and varietal development can set programs back 

by many years. The concept will be evaluated 

and a consensus on better describing shifting 

virulence will be sought.

� Current practices surrounding varietal release 

and incorporation of resistance genes is a ‘Red 

Queen Race’ that cannot be won. Resistance 

management is not implemented for rice in Asia 

and its applicability in the region is poorly 

understood. Issues for strategic varietal

deployment will be addressed.

� New technologies and methods for compiling 

and analyzing geographic information could form 

the backgroud of resistance management. 

Information requirements will be assessed and 

major players identified for strategic varietal

deployment as part of resistance management. 

New directions for research will be identified.

� An understanding of continuing changes in 

hopper virulence is required to better deploy 

resistance genes. Updated lab-reared strains 

help assess such changes; however, there are 

risks associated with transporting live hoppers. 

Therefore, an international network for virulence 

testing will be proposed and developed.

NPRR - SESSION OBJECTIVES


